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ABSTRACT
When participating in tutorial dkdogues, human tutors freely
refer to their own previous explanations. Explanation is an
inherently incremental and interactive process. New infor-
mation must be highlighted and related to what has already
been presented. If user interfaces are to reap the benefits of
natural language interaction, they must be endowed with the
properties that make human natural language interaction so
effective. TMS paper describes the design of a user interface
that enables both the system and the user to refer to the past
dialogue. The work is based on the notion that the dialogue
history is a source of knowledge that can be manipulated
like any other. In particukac, we describe an interface that al-
lows students to visualize the dklogue history on the screen,
highlight its relevant parts and query and manipulate the
dialogue history. We expect that these facilities will increase
the effectiveness of the student learning of the task.

KEYWORDS: Tutorial interactions, dialogue history, in-
formation visualization.

INTRODUCTION

Our research is concerned with improving the effectiveness
of tutorial interactions between a computer and a student. It
is based on the following claim.

Tutorial explanations are more eflective if they are
linked to what has been previously said.

This claim is supported by evidence from several psycho-
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logical studies, which have shown the importance of relating
matmial being taught to what the student has in his mind.
In particular, reminding the student of relevant prior knowl-
edge helps the student acquire new material. Hayes-Roth
and Thomdyke [9] have shown that how well information
is integrated into memory depends on whether or not two
related pieces of information are present in working memory
at the same time. So, as Gagn6 and colleagues argue [7],
reminding students of information they know but are not
thinking of at the time helps them to have related information
active in working memory when it can be used to integrate
new information.

Our Analysis of Collected Data
In order to understand more about the way humans rely on
this pedagogical strategy, we collected a corpus of naturally
occurring interactions in which a human tutor critiques a
stu&nt’s problem-solving behavior on an electronics trou-
bleshooting task [13]. To date, we have collected data from
24 student-tutor interactions with 14 different students and
3 different tutocs. This corpus contains approximately 1725
sentences in approxinmtely 232 questionkmswer pairs. Our
analysis of this data led to two observations about the way in
which tutors and students exploit the previous dialogue.

First, we found that tutors frequently refer to what they have
said in a prior explanation, and that often these references
were used to point out similarities or differences between the
material currently being explained and material presented in
earlier explanation(s). For example, consider the following
excerpt from our data

STUDENT. Don’t I need to test pin 36?

TUTOR: You might have to, but for the sane reu.wns

given when you testedpin 28, it is generally more efficient
to test the main control data signals !irst.

In this example, in order to explain why it may not be neces-
sary to test pin 36 the tutor refers back to an explanation given
when assessing the test of pin 28, and states a generalization
explaining why these two actions are considered suboptimal,
i.e., that the main data signals should always be tested before
secondary data signals. The tutor expects the student to be
able to make use of the explanation given about testing pin 28
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by indicating that it is relevant to the current situation (“for
the same reasons given ...” serves this purpose). Referring
to the prior explanation in this way forces the student to
consider how the two situations are similar. Pointing out this
similarity may facilitate the student in forming the domain

generalization and recognizing how the two instances fit this
generalhation.

In the tutorial interactions we collect@ the most commonly
asked question is a request to justify the tutor’s assessment of
a student action (42% of all questions asked). We found that
27% of the answers to such questions involved references to
previous justifications of assessment in order to point out
similarities or differences. However, it is important to note
that not all justifications of assessment provide opportunities
for referring to previous explanations. We found that human
tutors explicitly referred to a prior justification (as in the
example above) in 73% of the cases where a sufficient
similarity existed between the current action being explained
and a previously explained action (see [18] for details).
Therefore, human explainers refer to previous explanations
in the vast majority of the cases where it makes sense to do
so, at least when answering this type of question.

The second observation we made is that students ask ques-
tions that refer to the tutor’s prior explanations, mainly to
request a comparison between the current situation and one
previously mentioned in the dialogue. This is shown in the
following exchange fi’om our da@ in which the tutor assesses
a measurement the student has performed

TUTOR: You made the following measurement VDC
test on A1A3A15 between pin 32 and ground. This step
could have been improved.

STUDENT Is this step bad for the same reasons as
testing pins 30 and 28?

Thus, we observed that both the tutor and the student refer to
prior utterances: the tutor refers to past explanations in order
to point out similarities or differences to a prior problem-
solving situation. The student refers to prior explanations
in order to ask questions about how prior problem-solving
steps relate to the current step. These observations led us to
provi& facilities that allow both the system and the user to
make use of the dialogue history.

VISUALIZING, QUERYING AND MANIPULATING THE
DIALOGUE HISTORY
There are at least two ways of applying what we have ob-
served about hutnan tutorial dialogues in order to improve
computer-based tutoring systems. One approach is to at-
tempt to reproduce the human tutor’s behavior, that is to
provide the tutoring system with the ability to alter its natu-
ral language explanations to take into account any relevant
prior explanation(s). This requires a detailed model of how
human explanations are affected by prior discourse. Basic
research aimed at developing such a model is behg pursued
by other members of our research group [2, 18]. Note that
this approach attempts to make human-computer interaction
(HCI) mimic human-human interaction (HHI).

An alternative approach, and the one we have chosen to

_:,\.,

explore, is to abandon the assumption that HCI is best if it
mimics HHI, and instead to exploit the unique attributes of
the computer that are useful for providlngthe capability to use
the dialogue history in ways we have observed. In particular,
we can make use of the computer’s large and perfect memory,
its ability to record and redisplay any portion of the prior
dialogue, its ability to highlight the text of interes~ and its
ability to allow the user to manipulate the dialogue history as
a text object via scrolling, selecting, etc.

The basic idea behind our approach is to treat the previous
dialogue as an information source that can be directly ma-
Npuktted by both the system and the user, just as any other
text object. This approach frees the dhdogue participants
from having to refer to prior explanations in precisely the
ways that natural language allows. Using our approach, not
only can the system refer to previous explanations, but it can
allow the user to visuulize what has been said. We believe
that this approach will have many of the benefits that are
gained by the ability to refer to previous dialogue, without
requiring us to solve many difficult basic research problems
in computational discourse.

Very briefly, our interface works as follows, When the system
refers to a previous explanation, it scrolls the dialogue history
to the appropriate poin~ displays the portion of the dialogue
centered around the relevant prior explanation, and highlights
the prior explanation to which it is referring. When students
want to ask a question about a prior part of the dialogue, the
system allows them to point to the portion of the utterance
they wish to ask about. Once they have selected the prior
utterance they are interested in, they can choose iiom among
several buttons depending on the type of question they wish
to ask about a prior explanation. We now describe the main
features of this interface in more detail.

A Concrete Representation of the Dialogue History
Our approach can be viewed as a way of giving a repre-
sentation to the dialogue history. In spoken conversation,
utterances are evanescent. Once they have been uttered, they
have no concrete representation and therefore referring back
to apriorutterance can be difficult or confusing [1]. The abil-
ity of the computer to store and display information allows
the dialogue history to be reified. We believe that providing
a visual representation of the dialogue history facilitates the
referring process: participants know without ambiguity what
they are talking about because they can see the text of the
utterance to which they are referring.

Moreover, using such a representation, it may be possible
to refer to portions of the dialogue that would be much
more difficult to refer to using purely linguistic techniques,
effectively increasing the amount of the prior discourse that
can be exploited in subsequent explanations. For example, in
a Whard of Oz study in which the dialogue was displayed on
the screq researchers found that subjects were able to refer
to utterances that appeared far back in the conversatio~ and
they assumed that this effect was due to the dialogue behg
displayed on the screen [6].

Visualizing what has been done before has been used suc-
cessfully in several previous systems, e.g., to allow users to
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browse, undo and redo actions performed with a graphical
editor [10], or to provide a graphical record of a student’s
solution to a problem [17].

Of course, visualizing a large amount of information such
as a dialogue history requires interface tools that permit the
user to access it. Visualizing the dialogue history is not
simply a matter of displaying ita content. The system must
have strategies for determining what to display in different
situations, and must provide tools that allow the user to
browse the dialogue history effectively. We describe these
next.

Querying the Dialogue History
As noted above, analysis of human-human tutorial dialogues
reveals that students sometimes ask questions about previous
explanations.

“Is this step badfor the same reasons you gave when
Z testedpin 19?”

“Could you please elaborate on that part about
testing signaljlow inputs before data inputs?”

If we allow the user to ask such questions in natural lan-
guage, they pose a difficult problem for natural language
interpretation systems. The difficulty arises because such

questions make reference to items in the domain of discourse

as well as to the dkcourse itself, so that the natural language
analysis system must be capable of understanding both com-
ments made at the domain level and comments made at the
discourse level. Further, as the tit example question above
shows, the two levels may be intermixed in a single question.
These referential problems are beyond the capabilities of cur-
rent natural language understanding systems (but see [16, 11]
for research aimed at solving this problem in task-oriented
dialogues). However, if students are allowed to point to the
portion of the previous explanation they wish to ask about
these difficult referential problems can be avoided.

Moreover, in a study comparing direct manipubtionto natural
language, Cohen admits the ambiguity of natural language,
but argues that one of the problems with direct manipulation
techniques is that they can only be used for information
that is represented on the screen [4]. By providing a visual
representation of the dhlogue history, we overcome this
limitation and facilitate users in asking follow-up questions.
Our work can be viewed as an extension of the work reported
in [14], which allowed users to point to a portion of the last
explanation given by the system and to ask a limited set of
questions (e.g., “Why?”, “How”, “What is an . . . ?“) about
the highlighted text. In our workj we allow the user to go
back and point to a portion of any prior utterance, and we
allow the user to request comparisons of situations reported
in prior explanations. In addition, our system chooses when
to make references to prior explanations in order to point
out similarities and differences between the current and prior
situation(s).

Direct Manipulation of the Dialogue Histo~
In our systenL we treat the dialogue history not only as
information that can be display~ but also as information
that can be manipulated. Of course, the dialogue history

itself cannot be modifim because it is part of the past. But
its representation on the screen can be customized according
to the user’s needs, e.g., the student can chwse to display
only a part of each previous exchange, or can request that
only certain actions be displaye& etc.

Psychological Rationale for these Facilities
As noted above, a requirement for learning is that some
connection be established between new and prior knowledge.
The idea of the tutorial interaction we have designed is to
make the previous information accessible in order to give
stu&nts the ability to draw links between the concepts
that have been taught. As claimed by Collins and Brown
[5], computers offer a new way of learning since they can
keep track of the actions used to carry out a given task.
The recording and replaying of the processes people use to
perform a task has the capability to make these processes
objects of reflection. Allowing students to examine, query
and manipulate the dialogue history is expected to aid them
in drawing analogies and forming appropriate abstractions
that have been shown to be effective in learning [8].

In our syste~ we provide the student with two sources
of information. (1) comments and explanations about the
student’s current problem-solving step, and (2) a visual
representation of the dialogue history and a set of tools for
accessing it. The interaction window on the screen is divided
into two parts. The lower pane contains the answer to the
user’s current question, whereas the upper pane is a window
containing the dialogue history. A screen dump showing a
typical interaction appears in Figure 1.

OUR APPLICATION
Now, let us describe how the conceptual ideas discussed so
far apply within the framework of our application. We are
doing this research in the context of the Smmmc K SJ%tf3Q

an intelligent apprenticeship environment that trains avionics
technicians to troubleshoot complex electronic devices [12].
sHmwomc’s pedagogical strategy is composed of two stages.
In the first stage, the student must isolate the faulty component
in a simulated electronic device. A solution consists of a
sequence of actions which are mainly measurements on
electronic cards and replacement of components. During
a problem-solving session, SHERIAXK’S intelligence is used
mainly to provide hinta in response to student requests, rather
than to intervene actively. After a problem has been solved,
trainees enter the second stage in which they can review their
problem-solving performance with Smmmc K’s Reflective
Follow-Up (RFU) facility. Using this facility, students
replay their solution one step at a time, SHmumac assesses
each step, indicating whether the step was “good” or “could
be improved”. The system then justifies this assessment,
by explaining why the step was considered “good”/’’could
be improved”. If the step could be improved, the system
explains what an expert would have done.

In the current version of the systenA Smnumc K StepS thrOU@

the stu&nt’s actions, one after the other, in a sequential
fashion. The student receives comments about each action
he has perform~ and is allowed to click on a button to go
to the next actio~ and so on. In our work we designed an
interface based on the ideas presented so far to improve this
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[3] Kohms test on A1A3A1 between pin 11 and 12 with a reading of 1999.9 Kohms [GOOD)
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[4] Kohms test on A1A3A8 between pin 11 and 12 with a reading of 1999.9 Kohms [BAD]

II .

:+.++;,,:,:::::::

> You stopped testing a component prematurely: the status of its control data signals
:-
~

were not determined.
y.:~,:.:;:{;:!
.~..........:;.::.........

[6] VDC test on A1A3A8 between pin 36 and ground with a reading of 28.0 VDC (GOOD)

1.. II
f:::;:;ff$j::*JJZ;;~~+*:+;

I [7] VDC test on A1A3A8 between pin 33 and ground with a reading of 0.0 VDC [GOOD] I 1111
j:jjjj;f:+!.:*?,:,:,.,.

[9] Kohms test on A1A3A1 between pin 43 and 44 with a reading of 1999.9 Kohms [BAD]

Your action
You made the following measurement

- Kohms test on the RAG A1A3A1 between pin 43 and pin 44 with a meter.
The reading was 1999.9 Kohms.

I Remember. vou made I 1111
.~

a sim ilar mistake when vou tested between ~in 27 and 29 on the
jjf;
.ffi.:.:,;,:,:,

A2A3A1 .

Fxperts comments

I 1

..:,,,:,:,:;:::::::,:
::!*Z:.~*,:,:,:,:,,,:,.:fi::::# .,,...,,,,f:jfi:

Areas for improvements in your troubleshooting:
f;;,{,jf,::;.::::::J.:,:::

- You made a redundant test. You tested pins that were verified by previous measurements. &
- You tested a component whose status was determined by previous measurements.

.,,,:.::.
<?4:.
::m

Figure 1: Screan dump of our intefface

tutorial interaction. ‘I’his interface has been built on top of of Figure 1). In order to do this, we use acase-basedreasoning

the existing SHEKLOCK system.

In the sections that follow, we describe our interface in more
detail. In particular, we discuss

● the use of the dialogue history by the system which can
refer to a relevant prior explanation when the opportunity
arises,
● the use of the dialogue history by the user, who can inspect,

query and manipulate the dialogue history.

REFERRING TO THE DIALOGUE HISTORY
The system makes use of the explanations stored in the

dialogue history to supplement the cumnt explanation (see
lower pane of Figure 1) by referring to a relevant prior
explanation whenever it is possible to do so (see upper pane

algofithm developed by Rosenblum and Moore [1 8]. Given
a current action and a sequence of previous actions, the
algorithm computes a partial ordering of previous actions
based on the similarity of each prior action to the current
action. It bases similarity decisions on a set of faceta
that SHEKLOCK employs to evaluate student actions. These
facets were derived ffom a cognitive task analysis aimed
at identifying the factors that expert avionics tutors use in
assessing stu&nt’s troubleshooting actions [15]. Examples
of facets are: premature swapping of a component, Ohms test
which should have been Voltage test, redundant test. Each
action performed by the student is chamcterized by a set of
such facets. Using this algori@ the system can determine
which, if any, prior action(s) are similar to the current action.
When more than one action is similar to the current action,
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the algoritbmranks the actions based on the number of facets
they share with the current action.

INtial results using this algorithm are quite promising. In
a corpus of 8 student-tutor protocols involving 154 student
actions, the algorithm correctly selected as most similar the
same prior explanations referred to by the human tutor. In
3 cases, the algorithm suggested a similarity not used by
the tutor. However, when presented with these similarities,
our expert tutor judged them as correct and stated that
explanations that explicitly pointed out these similarities
would have been pedagogically useful. In all other cases in
which the human tutor did not make reference to a previous
explanation as part of an answer, the algorithm reported that
no prior action was similar.

Using this algoritluq our system can locate the prior action
that is the most similar to the current action and highlight
the prior explanation that critiques the similar action in the
visualization of the dkdogue history. Note that the prior
action is an instance of the same type of problem-solving
error that the student has made in the current action.

The screen dump in Figure 1 shows such an example. The
current action behg explained is Kohms test on the component
A1A3A1 between pin 43 and 44 with a reading of 1999.9
Kohnrs (lower pane). Part of the text which does not appear
in the Figure explains why this is a redundant test (the output
of the A1A3A8 is the input of the A1A3A1):

Previous actions have shown that the output signal
at pin 11 and pin 12 of the RAGk A1A3A8 is bad.
Assuming the circuit has only one fault, the signal
path from pin 43 to pin 11 is not suspect, the signal
path from pin 44 to pin 12 is not suspect.

Since the input signal is bad, the problem is not in
the A1A3A1.

sHERLOCK ti iiSSfXt?d thiS Wtion m COULD BE IMPROVEO,

mainly because this is a redundant test. In addition to
an explanation of this assessment, our system provides a
reference to a previous action, which was assessed as bad for
precisely the same reason as the current one. The explanation
that critiques this prior action is shown in the upper pane
and highlighted. We believe that referring to and displaying
this prior explanation helps students to create a conceptual
link between these two actions and allows them to form an
appropriate abstraction, thus providing students with abetter
understanding not only of the current explanatio~ but also
of the previous one, and the general notion of when a testing
action is redundant.

NAVIGATING THE DIALOGUE HISTORY
In our interface, the dialogue history is displayed in the
upper pane. This pane essentially acts as a window to
the dialogue history, allowing the student to access any
portion of the dialogue history by means of a scroll bar.
As shown in Figure 1, the dialogue history records each
action the student has replayed, and a brief summary of the
explanation SHERLUCK provided for each action. We chose
to display shorts ummaries of explanations, rather than entire

explanations so that more than one or two actions would fit
in the dialogue history window. By providhtg more of the
dhdogue history in this abbreviated forq students are also
able to see more of the context surrounding each action, and
scroll through the dialogue history more quickly to iind the
portion they are interested in. In addition, by giving only a
brief summary of the explanation associated with the prior
problem-solving situation, we hope to encourage students to
“self explain”, i.e., to attempt to reconstruct the details of the
prior situation, the reason the prior situation was suboptimal,
aud to compare the prior situation to the current situation. The
“self-explanation effect” has been shown to greatly improve
learning [3]. As described below, we also provide a facility
that allows the user to go back to any previous action and
ask that the system display the entire explanation associated
with that action.

Let us now &scribe and justify the dHferent options that are
offered to the student for accessing the dhlogue history.

Going Back to a Previous Action
The original version of Reflective Follow-Up in SHERLOCK

allows users to display previous actions only by going through
them in sequential order. Using our interface to the dialogue
history, the student can go back to any previous action
without stepping through all intervening actions.1 To view
the explanation associated with any prior action, the student
simply selects this action in the upper pane (it then becomes
highlighted) and clicks on the MAKE CURRENTbutton. The
previous action is then displayed in the lower pane and the
student can look at it again, ask for a comparison between
this action and a previous one, or request that all similar
actions be displayed.

For example, in Figure 1, if the user wants to see the entire
previous similar explanation that the system is referring to,
he can click on the MAKB CURRENTbutton. The 5tb action,
already sel- will then be displayed in the lower pane. In
addition to other information pertaining to the 5th action, the
explanation will contain the following text:

Previous actions have shown that the output signal
at pin 11 and pin 12 of the RAGk A1A3A1 is bad.
Assuming the circuit has only one fault, the signal
pathjiom pin 27 to pin 23 is not suspect, the signal
path fiompin 29 to pin 24 is not suspect.

Since the input signal is bad, the problem is not in
the A2A3A1.

Displaying ail the Previous Similar Cases
The SHOW SIMILAR ACTIONS button allows students to dis-
play in the upper pane all of the prior explanations describing
actions that are deemed most similar to the current action.

1No@that boti our systemand the original SFD?JWOCK system do not

actually roll back the state of the simulation to a prior state when the
student asks to view tbe explanation related to a prior action. That is, we
maintain only a record ofprevioua actions, their facets and the corresponding
explanations. While simple in theory, restoring the simulation to a previous
state would require storing anapahots of the entire simulation state atkr

each action, or reinitializing the simulation and recomputing the effects of

each action. Both alternatives are in practice infeasible because of the large

amounts of apace or time that would be required.
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l%is facility is intended to aid students in forming gener-
alizations. Reminding students of all the instances of a
principle and stating this principle should promote better
understanding of the principle and when it can be applied
than repeatedly stating the principle as each instance of it
arises. For example, visualizing all of the previous instances
of actions that were assessed as redundant tests should help
the stu&nt form a general idea of what it means to be an
redundant test.

Querying the Dialogue History
As noted above, it is important to allow the student to
ask questions about previous problem-solving steps. In the
current version of our interface, we allow students to ask
for a comparison between the current action and a previous
action that they have selected from the dialogue history.

In order to allow such a compariso% we have augmented
the representation of the facets that Sr—rmLOcK UWS tO &%WSS

students’ actions. In the original system facets were repre-
sented as a simple lis~ with no relationship between facets.
In our system the facets are represented in a generalimtion
hierarchy in which leaf nodes represent the original facets
and internal nodes represent generalizations of facets. For
example, the two facets premature swapping of a compo-
nent because the input was not determhted and premature
swapping of a component because the output was not deter-
mined are both linked to the more general concept premature
swapping, which is itself linked to premature action, etc. To
establish a comparison between the current action and the
one selected by the student, we use a spreading activation
algorithm to iind the most specific node(s) that generahs
both actions. Given the two sets of facets characterizing
the current action and the one selected by the student, our
algorithm fm& the closest common ancestor(s). It then uses
the features stored at each such ancestor to forma natural
language comparison expressing this generdlzation. For
example, it can say: “Well... in both cases you swapped a
component prematurely” or “Absolutely right, in both cases,
you made a measurement on a component off the circuit
path”.

As noted in [71, learning is also based on a prcxess called
organization, which permits students to divide sets of infor-
mation into general subsets. The facility we provide follows
this idea of generalizing from specific cases to allow students
to organize what they have learned.

Customizing the Dialogue Histoty
In order to allow the student to make the representation of the
dialogue history as concise as possible, and to control which
explanations appear in the upper pane, the interface allows
students to indicate that the summary of an explanation for
any action should not be displayed. Selecting an action
in the dialogue history and clicking on the SHOW/HIDE EX-
PLANATION button will hide the explanation corresponding
to an action if it is currently display~ and will show the
corresponding explanation if it is currently hidden.

EVALUATION OF THE iNTERFACE
As noted akeve, the design of our interface was based on
phenomena we observed in naturally occurring instructional

dizdogues, as well as results tlom psychology that show that
relating new knowledge to what has already been acquired
by the student is an effective teaching strategy. However,
to &termine whether the interface we have &signed is
useful, we have begun conducting experiments with users.
We defined three ways of evaluating the usefulness of the
interface:

o Do the subjects use the interface?
● Do the subjects perceive the interface as useful?
● Does use of a system with our interface improve learning?

Thus far, we have conducted 10 experiments, lasting approx-
imately 45 minutes each. For various reasons, we have not
yet been able to evaluate the interface with Air Force avion-
ics technicians. Instead, the subjects used in our evaluation
were computer science students who had some familiarity
with the goals of the Smnwcxxc system as well as elec-
tronic troubleshooting. For this study, the subjects solved
relatively simple troubleshooting problems, since their lack
of background knowledge in the avionics domain made it
impossible for them to tackle the harder problems available
in SllmumcK. But we believe that this should not affect
evaluation based on our tit two criteria. However, as we
discuss below, it did prevent us from evaluating whether
learning is improved with our interface.

Each problem-solving session consisted of approximately
twelve actions. On the average, the system highlighted
a previous relevant situation more than once per session.
For purposes of the evaluation experiments we designed the
interface to record all subject actions, e.g., mouse clicks,
scrolling, etc. This allows us to monitor the frequency of
usage of various features of the system. In 9 out of the 10
experiments, people used the scroll bar to look at previous
explanations in the dialogue history. In addition, the two other
functionalitiesof our interface that were used most frequently
(horn 2 to 3 times per session) were the capability to go back
to a previous action and view its associated explanation, and
ability to have the system provide a comparison between the
current action and a previous one. The customization of
the dialogue history, which allows students to make it more
concise by hiding a particular explanation, was almost never
used. We expect that this was due to the fact that the dialogue
history did not become very long because the problems we
picked for the experiments required a relatively small number
of steps to solve the problem.

These experiments indicate that people use the tool. We also
believe that they found it useful. Evidence for this claim
comes horn interviews we conducted with each subject
immediately after the experiments. When we began our
evaluation, we had also intended these experiments to help
us determine whether students’ learning is improved as
a result of using our interface. We planned to assign

subjects randomly to two groups. The fist one would
have performed the experiment with our dialogue history
interface and the second group would have used a version
of our system without the interface. S~K provides
scoring software that keeps track of student’s performance
on each problem and this can be used to assess performance
change as the stu&nts solve a series of problems. However,
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we have found that it is virtually impossible to conduct these
experiments with subjects that are not Air Force avionics
technicians. The task SI—ERMXK teaches is very complex,

and assumes familiarity with routine aspects of the avionics
troubleshooting task. Using non-Air Force personnel would
require that subjects spend prohibitively many hours learning
background knowledge with the system in order to solve
enough problems to demonstrate an effect on learning. We
plan to conduct such an experiment with Air Force personnel
in the future.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described an interface for tutorial interac-
tions which is based on the idea that tutorial explanations are
more effective if they are related to what has been conveyed
previously. The dialogue history, which contains the previous
interactions between the system and the user is represented
on the screen and is used by both system and student. The
system supplements the current explanation with a display
of relevant prior explanation(s) when they exist. The user is
allowed to inspect and query the dialogue history. Results
horn a preliminary experiment using the system indicate that
the users douse the capabilities provided in the interface and
that they find these features useful.
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